Participants in the middle grades major will have two areas of concentration. The Ed.S. is presented in the combinations of math/science and language arts/social studies.

**Math/Science Concentration:**
- BY 803 Ecology for Teachers
- ED 800 Integrated Math/Science for Teachers
- ED 833 Innovations in Mathematics MG
- ED 834 Innovations in Science MG
- MS 801 Essential Mathematics for Teachers

**OR**

**Language Arts/Social Studies Concentration:**
- ED 835 Innovations in Social Studies MG
- ED 840 Innovations in Language Arts MG
- EH 800 Study of the English Language
- EH 850 Film as Literature
- HY 800 Contemporary Issues in the Emerging World

Program Plan to Student (date): ______________________________________________

Any deviation of this program must be documented via substitution memo and approved by the department chair and the registrar.
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